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Same as Science discovers the fundamental ingredients of Matter, 
Re: is developping an Art & Science research methodology to 
define the fundamental ingredients of Emotions. the grammar of 
embodied knowledge. 
You experience Art & Science experiences You.
Re:

Due to the clash with this dynamically changing reality, the Personality strives to adapt 
much faster in order to achieve effective social presence, i.e. to clearly experience and 
understand a multidisciplinary interconnected reality through the synthesis of the 
drastic evolution of Science, Art and Technological frontiers. Art and Science are 
manifestations of the experience as a whole - Science provides an understanding of 
universal experience and Art provides a universal understanding of personal experience. 
The development of this inclusion will help solving one of the challenging problems out 
there: a person’s divergence from contemporary massive overflow of scientific, artistic 
and technological innovations. Taking a reference from history and the Renaissance 
period, where societies were faced with a similar burden, our aim is to assess whether 
the inclusion of Art, Science and Tech Innovation might be able to help to address those 
issues as a stepping-stone towards accessibility. 

Art & Science has contributed to our experience and perception of reality in a number 
of influential ways. One aspect is the way that we receive our knowledge through 
mediated images and Music. Art provides a broad agenda of design, visualization and 
sonification practices playing as vital integral tools in various scientific and applied fields. 
The obvious approach to adapt society to the growing inaccessible complexity would 
be through an interactive and inclusive Art object ‘Experience’, designed to extend the 
spectrum of what is visible and achievable, and introducing the correlation between the 
discoveries in variety of disciplines. This will give rise of new pathways of communica-
tion and new knowledge sharing and production.



project history 

this project started as series of questions at 

different circumstances when confronted with 

the elusive olfactory world of aromas and how it 

affects our ephemeral sensory experiences, our 

body and our perception. 

the answers derived from different disciplines, 

paths and resources and this let to wonder how to 

represent them as a part of a quest in the context 

of our visual culture. 

this is a new fundamental step in the emerging 

Art-sci-tech movement. its purpose is to  introduce 

the process of art creation and observe it through 

the design of scientific feedback. This builds a 
strong and unique human-centered relationship 

between Art-science-technology.

the multi-sensory installation serves as mobile Lab 

to both: assist on the ongoing scientific research 
and present it in its experiential visceral art form. 

this results in the design of multidisciplinary meth-

odology that attempts to harness the sensory pro-

cesses on micro and macro level and investigates 

their role in the architectural perception and 

structural design process of: form-structure-mean-

ing-experience, developed via art-sci-tech 

“innocent” way.

Why triviAL innocence

triviAL at its origin from Latin means the cross-

road of tree roads. the tree roads we cross are: 

art, science and oxytocin. innocence - because 

they all investigate and provide the knowledge re-

ceived through our human senses, and they and 

these processes are innocent.

this project will unblind the story behind the Love 

hormone at a cellular, musical and olfactory level, 

as choreographed experience inside and outside 

of you.

this project started as series of questions at differ-

ent circumstances when confronted with the in-

teractive world of human senses and emotions, 

and the sense of smell in particular, as the most 

intimate one.

the answers derived from different platforms, 

paths and this let to wonder how to represent 

them as a part of a quest to find how are senses 
and emotions related in the context of our visual 

culture. 

this resulted in the design of multidisciplinary meth-

odology, developped through art-science-tech-

nology collaboration,  that attempts to harness 

the narrative of the sense of smell, with focus on 

one specific molecule - the love hormone - Oxy-

tocin.

the project investigates its nature, as playing a 

fundamental role in stable relationships and in the 

Kiss.

3 BoDies in resonAnce

the Scientific Body 
(science disciplines & extended senses)

the emotional Body 

(music & oxytocin)

the physical Body 

(human senses & neuropsychological processes) 

.............................................................................

Art & science Kiss through the Love hormon.

oxytocin

............................................................................

the multi-sensory Art installation will serve as a re-

search Lab for neurological analysis of the effects 

of the findings of this project and the results will be 
presentaed at the end. 



from genetics - through proteins - to music
via art-sci-tech supercomputing 

10 keyfacts about oxytocin :

1.     it’s easy to get : touch, hug, kiss

2.   a love potion that’s built right in Dna: highly critical in human pair-bonding

3.   it helps mom to be mom: mother-child bonding

4.   reDuces social fears : induce feelings of optimism, increase self-esteem, and build trust.example of how the mind gets its plasticity.
5.   healing anD pain relief: anti-inflammatory properties, rise in oxytocin levels can relieve pain.
6.   a Diet aiD: responsible for a series of beneficial metabolic effects

7.    an antiDepressant: potential for treating people with clinical depression, and even anxiety disorders.
8.   stress relief: reduce cortisol in the body and lower blood pressure

9.   increases generosity: oxytocin is connected to feelings of empathy

10.  it’s what makes us human: plays a crucial role in forging our ability to spark and maintain relationships, while endowing us with the ability to 
empathize, trust, and even love one another. without it, we would be something significantly less than what we are.



KISS x 3 represents:

# the role of oxytocin as a molecule, and its journey in 

the human Body. 

# the role of oxytocin in the human Body, as a medium 

of Emotion that makes us KISS and is released when we 
Kiss. 

# the role of oxytocin and the Beautiful Minds that 

reveal the essence of its trivial story: the Grammar of 

interaction, rhetoric and the Logic behind the Love 

hormone.



PRESENTS:
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